I. Call to Order - 7:06

II. Roll Call

III. Approval of Agenda
   A. Move to amend for ratification of Director of Multimedia and Tech, Katie
   B. Add Ratification of student job codes/Pay Ranges for Student Assistant Levels
   C. Approved - acclamation

IV. Approval of Minutes
   A. Approved - acclamation

V. Announcements

VI. Public Open Hearing

VII. Presidential Action Items
   A. Ratification of CUSG Executive Staff Members:
      i. Haley Hoffman Smith, Director of Academic Affairs
         Boneth - Haley most qualified, shadowed former Director of AA, continuity,
         brought forward other goals, execs are excited.
         Haley - Shadowed Andrew Trevino, former director, has been on freshman
         counsel, this position is near to her heart, started a non-profit for sending
         literature to girls, former director started an initiative about mental health and
         uniform code for mental health dealing between students/professors and she
         would like to move forward with that initiative, other goals include making
         scholarship information more accessible, make marijuana use consequences
         more known among students
      Q
         Ballard - Major obstacles?
         Haley - Mental health policy was tricky, hard to get uniformity among
         professors, issue of students taking advantage, working with disability
         services to fix that
         Coleman - Have you touched base with Disability Services?
         Haley - Not yet, just got to Boulder
         McCleery - Ideas for Scholarship
         Haley - Separated by merit/need last year and alphabetized, wants to make a
         brochure of those and hand them out, lets students see what scholarships
         apply to them, easy guide, do extra work for the students
         Ratified - Acclamation
      ii. Brisa Garcia Gonzales, Liaison to International Students
Execs - Brisa held position last year, highly recommended from individuals across campus, has made strides to connect CUSG to Int Students, experienced with both helping int students find place and with legal side, want her to carry on with those goals

Brisa - Had opp last year to work with int students, not int student herself but has worked with lots, worked with students who've been attacked for religion, many grad students are int students and many are homeless and wants to help that, aware that they pay the most among students, CUSG has historically not helped much, continuity

Q

Coleman - Projects? New and Old?

B - how to make student more aware, met ten displaced students already this year, wants to work on career aspect, don’t know they can work, put together different workshops and resources, specifically for asian students, 60% of which are chinese, they have a hard time integrating into communities other than chinese students

Ratified - Acclamation

iii. Jon Heisler, Co-Director of Legislative Affairs

Execs - Last year had a good pair of co-directors, wanted to fill those shoes and find new directions, these two know how to work in the system and the smaller parts of passing a bill, execs want to focus on that and knows that jon will do that.

Jon - Goals for the year are to continue to push for affordability at the state capitol, tuition cap for in-state students, which out-of-state students don’t have, another goal is political socialization among new students, push for political activity and voter turnout among students

Q

Webster - How will time on ASSG help you?

J - Understanding how CUSG works and how his position works in SG

Trevino - Legislative affairs didn’t give Leg much for two months, how will you make sure that the commission is being productive during the whole year?

J - Will be here next year, keeping a push throughout the whole year is one of his main goals, some of inactivity may be due to conducting research

Ratified - Acclamation

iv. Ethan Armitano, Co-Director of Legislative Affairs

Execs - Need both technical know how and a creative mind, to come up with new legislation that execs don’t think of, want to find new ways to help students, Ethan is that

E - Excited to do this, excited to work with jon and other execs to find a way to bring more knowledge to the students about the capitol, many out-of-state students are unaware of activity in the capitol, increasing political activity and voter turnout

Q
Ballard - Creativity given you any ideas yet?
E - First want to talk to the former directors, meet exec staff to make goals and objectives, want to be on the same page, don’t have any burning desires currently but wants to get in touch with the rest of exec staff
Ratified - Acclamation
   v. Katie Haas - Director of Multi and tech
ExeS - Difficult position to fill, need high-level of technical skills to fulfill goals like website etc, Katie has that, will need little training
K- Wants to take things that CUSG wants to do and make them look really nice for the students and accessible, doesn’t want her goals to come in the way of the people behind her and the goals of CUSG
Q
Ballard - Windows in UMC fancy and creative?
K - Haven’t thought of it yet but good idea
Larson - Background?
K - Advertising and TAM major,
McCleery - Ideas for social media?
K - Wants to talk to communication director first, but knows it’s a problem and wants to tackle it, wants to plan out strategy first
Ratified - Acclamation
   vi. Ratification of Student Job Code
Boneth - State has increased minimum pay, all exec staff is on the scale that has been increased, with new pay raise, we have to pay them more. Need to change our own pay scale to be in compliance.
Q
Webster - How did the change at the State level happen?
B - Follows a cycle, CO increased min wage last year, effective at the start of the year, shifted everything
Ratified - Acclamation
VIII. Reports
   A. Executives
First, position of historian, still looking for someone to fill it, it’s an important position, need to know where we came from and what has happened in the past. We have archives that we’ve been looking through but there is no central place for students to go to learn about the history.
Coleman - What will they be doing?
Boneth - Kind of investigative, will look through archives and files to figure out an on-record history of both CUSG proper and cost-centers etc, will be very time- and effort-heavy, want to show students on campus where we came from and why we are the way we are right now, hoping it will inspire students and re-ignite an activist attitude
Tyrrell - Continuing role or one-time thing? Will they add every year?
Joseph - Main goal for immediate future is to go through archives, but part of their job is to keep track of current events and add them to the history. Will be a continuing role to maintain what happens at CUSG.
Money has already been set aside, want leg council approval to move forward. Approval given

Will be presenting legislation the second week of school the outreach bill, will also present gender-inclusive housing bill. Let them know if you want to get involved.

Next-week heading to PAC-12 Leadership Conference, taking some exec staff, third year of conference, will talk with other leaders. Will update week after next (Sept 3).

Have to redo Joint Board assignments b/c of new people on Rep Council
  B. Council of Colleges and Schools Chair
Saw RM Interdisciplinary - Having a conference, really cool
  C. Representative Council Speaker
Didn’t meet this week.
  D. Committees: Appointments, Election, Rules
  E. Commissions: Legislative Affairs, Diversity Affairs, Sustainability
  F. Colleges and Schools: ASSG, Leeds Business, Education, Engineering, Environmental Design, Graduate, Journalism, Law, Music
Law - biggest L1 class ever at CU
ENVD - Officially merged, also have a big class
  G. Joint and Advisory Boards/Liaisons: Air, Cultural Events, Distinguished Speakers, Environmental, Finance, GLBTQ, Recreation, Student Group Funding, SORCE, UMC, Health, VRC, WRC, Freshman Council, Residence Hall Association
  H. Treasurer
  I. Vice President
  J. Legislative Council President
Will be having visit from Interim Dean of Students next week, enjoy last weekend before school
  IX. Late Roll Call
  X. Adjournment - 7:47

Next Meeting
August 27th or TBD
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